NEW DETAILED FLATTRACK MODELS – N SCALE – APRIL 2019 RELEASE

JTC Flatrack container models are Available From:
- Hobbytyme, and Heartland national distributors
- Leading N scale Retailers
- Please ask Your local Dealer, if not stocking – available Direct from JTCModels.com

JTC Flatrack container models Feature:
- Operating Collapsible end bulkheads – an N scale First!
- Magnets for connecting atop another container and for holding Loads in place, Loads are due later in 2019
- Highly detailed models with precise Prototype printing

NEW DEATED FLATTRACK MODELS – N SCALE – APRIL 2019 RELEASE

# 402551 FLATRACKS CONTAINERS ASSORTMENT
SET #1 Contains 6 containers, 2 of each scheme below:

JTC 202603 GENSTAR 20’
JTC 402616 CRONOS 40’
JTC 402508 40’ HC

FIRST TIME IN N SCALE
RTR AND COLLAPSIBLE ENDS
# 402552 FLATTRACKS CONTAINERS ASSORTMENT SET #2
Contains 6 containers, 2 of each scheme below

JTC 202616 CRONOS 20'

JTC 402645 TEX 40'

JTC 402504 EVERGREEN 40' HC
Wood deck boards are printed a variety of shades to match photos, from gray washes to browns.